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FLEXURE OF A FLOATING ICE TONGUE* 

By G. HOLDSWORTHt 

(Institute of Polar Studies, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 43210, U.S.A.) 

ABSTRACT. Several a nalyses a re given for the Aexure of a Aoating pola r ice tongue with the genera l 
dimensions of several kilometers wide by 200 m in th ickness . The lengths considered a re from 2 km to in 
excess of 10 km which is referred to as a long sla b. The a na lyses a re made under the separate assumptions 
that ice behaves as ( I) a n elasti c materi a l, (2) an elas ti c-plast ic ma teri a l, a nd (3) a fully pl as tic materia l, when 
reacting to Aexure due to changes in sea-Ie,·d. The elasti c ana lys is shows tha t hinge-line stresses could become 
very high (of the order of 15 bar) for slab lengths up to a bout 3.5 km reacting to sea-level cha nges of the 
order of ± 50 cm. Fo r slab lengths grea ter tha n this, the stresses a t the hinge, as well as being significa ntly 
less tha n befo re, become independent of the length of the slab, dependent only on the slab thickness a nd the 
a mount o f deAection of sea-level. In the elasti c-plast ic a na lysis, the hinge-line stress ca nnot exceed a va lue of 
a bout 2 ba r. This yield value is reached when sea-level d epa rts a bout 50 cm from the mea n . The full y 
p las ti c a na lysis requires more accura te knowledge of the constants in the Aow law a nd their va riation with 
d ensity, temperature and sa linity within the ice. However, the theory may be tested by measuring the diurna l 
cha nge in stra in-ra te across the hinge-line zone. The process of ca lving of large tabular icebergs from such 
g lacier tongues ma y demand sea-level cha nges of more than ± I m, or bending a bout more than one axis 
o f the shelf. 

RlisUME. Flexiol/ d'lIlle lal/glle glaciaire .ltoltal/!e. O n dc nne pour la Aex ion d ' un e langue glaciaire pola ire 
plusieurs a na lyses avec les dimensions genera les de plusieurs kil omet res de la rge et 200 m d 'epaisseur . L es 
longueurs conside rees sont de 2 km a 10 km ce que I'on considere comm e un e longue p laq ue. L es ana lyses 
son t fa ites sous les hypotheses di ve rses que la glace se comporte comme une matie re e las tique ( I ), une mat iere 
p las tique-e las tique (2), et une ma ti ere pl as tique (3) lorsqu'el le reagit a la Aexion due aux va ri a tions clu 
niveau de la mer. L 'analyse eIastique montre que les contra intes a la ligne de Aexion peuvent s'elever 
consiclera bl ement (de I'o rclre d e 15 ba r) pour des longueurs de plaq ue a ll a ntjusq u 'a 3,5 km reagissa nt a la 
va ria tion clu ni vea u cl e la mer d e 50 cm . Pour des pl aques plus grandes, les contra intes a la ligne de Aex ion, 
meme si elles sont plus fa ibles, devicnnen t independa ntes de la longueur de la p laq ue e t dependant seulemen t 
de I'epa isscur et de la va ri a ti on du nivca u de la mer. Da ns I'a na lyse p lastiq ue-elast ique, la con tra inte a la 
ligne de Aex ion ne peut depasse r une valeur d e 2 ba r . Cette va leur d 'e longa tion es t a tteinte lorsque le niveau 
de la mer s'eca rte de 50 cm du niveau moyen. L 'analyse entierement pl as tique dema nde plus cl e 
connaissance precise q uant a ux cons ta ntes des lo is d 'ecoulemen t e t leurs va riations avec la densite, la 
tempera ture e t la sa linite de la g lace. Cependa nt la theori e peut €: tre tes tee en mesura nt la va riat ion diurn e 
cl e la vitesse d e deformation a trave rs la zone de ligne de Aex ion . 

ZUSA MME NFASSUNG . Biegllng einer schwimll/enden EiszlIl/ge. FLir clie Bicgung (Flexur) einer schwimmenclen 
Pola re isz lIngc von einigen Ki lometern Breite unci 200 m Dicke we rden ve rschied ene Analysen a ngestcllt. 
Die L i nge del' Zunge wircl von 2 km bis Liber 10 km va riiert, wom it sich der Fa ll einer langen Pla tt e ergibt. 
Die Ana lysen werden unte r d en getrcnn ten Anna hmen durchgefLihrt, dass si ch Eis bei Biegung info lge von 
M eeressp iegelschwankungen ve rha lt wie ( I ) cin e1ast isches, (2) ein clastisch-plas ti sches unci (3) ein rei n 
pl astisches M a teri a l. Di e El asti zita tsa na lyse ze igt, dass fLir Pla tten bis zu 3,5 km La nge bei cler R eakti on a uf 
M eercsspiegelschwankungen vo n ± 50 cm die Spann llng an del' Aufl agel inie sehr hoch wercl en ka nn (in d er 
Griissenordnung von 15 ba r) . Bei la ngeren Platten wircl cli e Spa nnung am A uflager bed eutend geri nger a ls 
zuvo r und un a bha ngig von d er Platten lange; sie bleibt a bha ngig nur von cl er Planend icke und dem Ausmass 
de r M eeresspiegela nderllng. Bci cl er Analyse a ls e1astisch-pl astisches Materi a l ka nn die Spannung a n del' 
Auflagelin ie einen '"vert von e twa 2 ba r nicht Liberschreiten . Diese l' H iichstwert wi rd bei Abweichungen des 
M eeressp iegels lIm e twa 50 cm vom Mincl erreicht. Die Anal yse a ls rein p las ti sches Materi a l erfordert e ine 
genauere Kenntnis del' Konsta nten des rli essgesetzes unci ihre r Vera nderung mit.Dichte, T empera tur und 
Salzgeha lt des Eises. Die Theori e ka nn j edoch durch M essung d er tag li chen Anderung cl er Dehnungs
geschwindigkeit inn erhalb der Zone Hings de r AlIfl agelinie geprLift we rden . 

LIST OF SYMBOLS USED 

x,y, Z 

atj 

aij 

axx (Z) 
uox( - h) 

Etj 

coordinate axes; x longitudinal , y transverse, Z verti ca l (Fig. 4) . 
i ,j = x,y, z; i = j : norma l stre-ss. i '# j : shear stress. 
stress deviator. 
norma l stress in the x direc ti on, at distance z from the neutral axis. 
normal stress in the x direction at x = 0 , on the surface o r the slab. 
i,j = x,y, z; strain-rate. 

* Contribution No. 122, Institute of Pola r Studies, Ohio State Uni versity, Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A. 
-r Present add ress : Inlancl Wa ters Bra nch. D epa rtment of Energy. l\1ines a nd R esources, Otta wa, Ontario, 

Canada . 
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Exx (Z) 
w" (x) 
w' (x) 
w(x) 

Wa 

Ws 

pw 

e 

g 
h 
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strain-rate in the x direction at Z from the neu tra l axis. 
curvature of the neu tral axis, in the xz pla ne a t a distance x from the origin . 
slope of the neutral axis, in the xz plane a t a distance x from the origin . 
vertical defl ection of the neutral axis at a dista nce x from the origin . 
verti cal defl ection of the neutral axis as x tends to large values- see tex t. 
depression or eleva tion of sea-level from mean sea-level. 
density of sea-water. 1.028 Mg m - 3. 

h 

m ean d ensity of the ice sla b = J Pi (z) d Z/2h. 
- h 

exponenti a l factor. 
damping factor per unit distance. 
acceleration due to g ravity. 9.8 I m S- 2. 

half thickness of the ice slab . (h is taken as 100 m in all calculations. ) 
K yield stress in pure shear for elasti c-pl as tic analysis. Value taken as 1 ba r = 105 

Nm- 2 (see N ye, 195 1). 
L 

x* 

n 
A 

length of ice sla b when no t semi-infinite. 
Young' s modulus of ice in bending (see T a bata, 1967, p. 493) . 
second moment of area of the section (= _}h3) per unit width . 
Poisson 's ratio for ice, taken as 0.3 (Dorsey, 1940) . 
bending m om en t a t a sec tion dista nce x from the origin . 
distance from the origin to point where the plasti c region disappears (elas ti c-plas tic 
anal ysis onl y)_ 
distance from the neutral axis to elas tic-plastic boundary. 
exponent in the power fl ow law [or ice (for calculations n is taken as 3) . 
constant in the flow law (steady-state creep) but strongly dep enden t on tempera
ture, density, etc. 
time. 
dot over a symbol d enotes differentiation with respec t to time. 

1 . I NT RO DUCTION 

Surrounding the Anta rctic continent a re several large ice shelves, many smaller ice shelves 
a nd floating ice tongues. It is from these features tha t most icebergs are generated. VVith 
increasing activity in the pola r regions within the last decade, it has becom e necessary to 
understand better the m echanical behavior of a floating ice mass because : 

(1) scien tific bases have been constructed on them, 
(2) shipping lanes in these wa ters are often governed by the presence of enormous tabular 

icebergs which calve off from the shelves periodically, and 
(3) certain hypoth eses (viz. Wilson, 1964) concerning the dynamics of continenta l ice 

sheets feeding such shelves, demand a knowledge of the subsequent behavior of the 
floating ice m asse once they have been formed . 

Fig ure 1 shows three relat ively small ice tong ues. The E rebus Glacier T ongue (a ) on R oss 
Island is known, from grav imeter m easuremen ts (H oldsworth , unpublished data in 1966) to 
be oscillating as fa r inland as approximately the sec tion yy' . From a ltimetry the centra l ice 
thi ckness is es tima ted as being up to 200 m , ass uming a mean ice density of 0.88 M g m- 3. 

T he width is 1.5 to 2 km a nd the length 8. 5 km_ 
T he Suvorov I ce T ongue (O a tes Coast), F igure I (b), is substan tia ll y la rger, and unlike 

the Erebus Glacier Tongue, i ts length is about equa l to its width , assuming a hinge line in the 
p osition marked . I t is pa rticularly amenable, therefore, to the kind of anal ysis which follows, 
under the specific set of ass umptions that are made. 
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In recent years the positions of the ice fronts have been mapped by the D.S. Coast Guard 
icebreakers, and it has subsequently been deduced that sections, if not a ll , of a particular ice 
tongue have broken off at som e time within a known year (for example, the Nordenskjold 
Ice Tongue (F ig. I (C)) p robably broke off some time in 1964). 

2. D EFLECTION OF A FLOATING I CE MASS 

Severa l components are involved in producing the vertica l oscillation of a floating ice 
tongue (or a major ice shelf), namely, oscillations due to: 

( I) wave motion (small a mplitude of slab movement in mi llim eters ; short period, generally 
less than 1 min, e.g. Erebus G lacier Tongue, ~ 16 s) ; 

(2) diurna l tidal motion (m edium ampli tude, [ to 3 m , period 12 to 24 h , see Thiel and 
others, 1960) ; 

(3) astronomical tides of m edium to la rge ampli tude, with periods from several weeks to 
19 years. Included here are the well known "spring tides" (Stewart, [[ 963] ) ; 

(4) catastrophic impulses, e.g . tsunamis, earthquakes, vio lent storms, a bnormal ocean 
currents, etc.; 

(5) miscell aneous influences, e.g. differential cha nges in atmospheric pressure over the 
shelf sUI"face, differentia l accumulation or ab lation on the surface of the shelf, forced 
wind oscillations, a ll of which a re proba bly insignificant compared with the p receding 
influences. 

One method of detecting vertical displacements of an ice shelf at a ny point, has been 
descr ibed by W einman (1958) and Thiel and others ( 1960). 
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Fig. 2. Profile of ice thickness of part of the Ross!ce Shelf, Antarctica, after Thiet and Dstellso ( /.961, p. 82-1 ) . 

3. THE PROBL EM 

From the foregoing d iscussion a nd consideration of Figure 2, which is taken from T hiel and 
O stenso (196 I ), it is apparent that the system being studied might be represented by a 
simplified m odel, to be di cussed in detail late r. Certa in assumptions are made, v iz.: 

(1) T he width y is considered to be much greater than the thickness 2h of the slab which 
is of length L m easured horizontall y from the effective hinge (x = 0). The order of magni
tude of L is discussed later. A " long" or semi-infinite slab is considered to be one exceeding 
abou t 4 km in length with an average thickness of 200 m. Plane strain cO:1di tions a re ass umed 
to exist and beam theory is used for simplicity of analys is. H owever, for very wide tongues 
(where L is a lso la rge), secondary bending in the yz p lane may become significant. In the 
present analysis this will be neglected. 
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(2) For large va lues of x the ice mass may be treated as a freely floating slab of uniform 
thickness a nd d ensity, responding to changes in sea-level. If h = Iz (x) is known then this 
could be used, but it greatly increases the difficulty of solution of the d ifferential equa tions. 
Simi la rly the assumption of uniform density simplifies the solution. 

(3) The horizontal displacement of the slab is neglected ; i.e. the slab is assumed constant 
in length over the period of time involved in a cycle of f1 exure. 

(4) Inertia effects are neglec ted , as a ll vertical movem ents are rela tively slow. The prob
lem is treated as one in statics . 

(5) The bending effect produced by th e imbalance of ice pressure and hydrostatic pressure 
at the immediate ice front , as well as at the edges of an unconfined slab, is a local (though very 
significant) effect (R eeh, 1968), but i t is the concern of this paper to inves tigate the bend ing 
in the much larger zone from the hinge line to within a few hundred me ters from the terminal 
cliff and lateral margins. Thus the edge boundary condition of hydros tatic pressure is avo ided . 

According to R eeh 's analysis, icebergs prod uced by his m echan ism wo uld tend to be 
strongly prismatic, whereas many of the Antarctic icebergs are strongly tabular with both 
horizonta l dimensions measured in kilometers or tens of kilometers, a nd with thicknesses of 
200 to 400 m. Consequently it is ev idently necessary to investigate th e stresses due to bending 
a long the entire leng th of the sla b. It may a lso be noted that R eeh (1968, p. 225- 26) has 
provided tim e es timates for hi s proposed calving mechanism. These indicate that, for typical 
Anta rcti c ice masses, a defl ec tion rate at th e edge, of about 2 mm pel' 12 h period is likely to 
OCC UI' (ass uming ice to have a constant viscosity) . This is seen to be very small compared with 
the tidal (6 to 12 h) defl ec tions of several m eters, with whi ch this a na lysis is primaril y 
conce rned . 

Th e fl exura l analysis wi ll be considered separately according to elast ic-p lastic and stead y
state creep theories. It will be tacitly ass umed that the bend ing function moment J.J(x) for a 
long ice sla b has the same form in a ll cases. P lasti c deform a ti on due to bending is presumed 
to be of the same order of magni tude as a co rresponding elastic deforma tion, because of the 
cyclical variation from tensile to compress ive so'ains. 

Finally, it is to be expec ted that the shorter the period of oscillation of the sla b, the more 
the response would tend to be an elas tic one (see sec tion 2 ( I) and (2)) . 
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Fig. 3. Hetellyi model (vertical scale exaggerated ). 

4. ELASTIC ANALYSIS 

It is necessary now to discuss in d etail , the model Llsed for the present analysis. For thi it i 
convenient to use the analogue of the sys tem in which a semi-infinite elas tic beam , resting on a 
horizontal elastic foundation , is depressed at its center by a point load. This classical problem 
has been solved by H etenyi (1946). By inverting thi s system , eliminating the ha lf to the left 
of th e center of symmetry, and shifting the origin to the neutral axis of the slab in the line of 
the point load , a model, which will bc ca ll ed the H etenyi model, is formed (Fig. 3), in which 
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[or large values o[ x the deflection tends to a constant value along the slab. The unbent 
position corresponds to m ean sea-level. Consider first a d epression o[ sea-level. I t is assumed 
that at large values of x the ice is freely floating, thus W = Wa = Ws . In accordance with 
the ass umptions made by H etenyi, for the foundation reaction, it will be initially assumed here 
that the distributed load acting vertically downward on the displaced parts of the slab, is 
directly proportional to the vertical distance wa - w(x) (Fig. 4) . This turns out to be correct 
because the ice in this region remains above its equilibrium floating position [or the new sea
level, corresponding to (b) in Figure 4, and th e downward-acting distributed load acting on a 
strip of width dx at distance x from the origin, is exactly pwg (wa-w(x)) dx. 

HINGE LINE 

Wa-W(x) UNBENT POSITION Wa 
DEPRESSED POSITION 

Ws 

S.L.(a) 
.~~=::::;::;=~~ -------------'" -----= = : --- - : --- - - (b) . 

~E_U!R~L_ ~X!S ___ -_-_- -- ICE, ..Pi . 2hT,..!i ----? X 

ROCK 
THRESHOLD 

SEA WATER,.f
w 

Fig. 4. Model ice tongue (developed from the H elelly i model), distorted vertical scale. 

w -

The force P acting upward at the origin may be identifi ed with the " reaction" or vertical 
shear force at the hinge. 

Considering inertial effects of this system to be minima l it is sufficient to treat the problem 
as one in statics. Starting from the wel l known equation for a beam in bending, 

W" (x) = 
(I - f.L2) 

Eola lVI(x) , 

where lVI(x) is the bending moment at x, Eb is Young's m odulus in bending, l a is the moment 
of inertia of the section per uni t width, and f.L is Poisson 's ratio, it may be shown that 

"" ( ) (I _ f.L2) ( ( )) 
W x = - Eol a pwg Wa - W x 

[or the present problem . The solu tion turns out to be: 

w(x) = Wa ( 1 _e- Ax (cos ,\x + sin '\x)) 

where 
,\4 = pwg ( I _ f.L2) 

4Ebl a 

A is known as the damping factor. The significant quantity is I I A, whose value in the present 
case is approximately goo m , taking the following values : pw = 1.028 Mg m - 3, f.L = 0.3, 

Eb = 2.7 X 104 bar (Dorsey, 1940, p. 445; Tabata, 196 7, p . 493), l a = ih3 where h = 100 m . 
The specified boundary conditions for Equation (4.2 ) are 

w(o) = 0 , w (x-+co ) = Za, 

w' (o) = 0 , w' (x-+co ) = O. 

37T 77T II 7T (4n- I) 7T 
w(x) has the value Wa when x = 4 A' 4'\'""4f' . .. , 4'\ 

Between these points the deflection curve follows a flat wave trajectory of decreasing amplitude 
with distance x. 
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Differentiating Equation (4.2 ) twice, 

w' (x ) = 2wa,1 e- AX sin ,1X, 

w" (x ) = 2wa,12 e - '\x (cos '\x - sin ,1x), 

and using Equation (4.0 ), 
Pwgwa 

M (x) = - -- e- AX (cos .\x-sin h ) 2.\' , 

17 517917 (4n - 3) 17 
NJ(x) = 0 , when x = 4'\ ' 4'\ ' 4,1' .. . , 4,1 

39 1 

Of greatest in terest is the stre axx generated at the hinge-line POSI tlon (x = 0). The 
maximum tensile stress produced by a downward defl ection +wa will obviously occur at the 
surface z = - h. Using beam theory and Equation (4.6) 

Pwghwa 
axx ( - h) = + 21a,12 e- Ax (cos ,1x - sin ,1x), 

axx ( - h) 
1T 51T (411 - 3) 1T 

= 0 when x = 4A' 4,1' ... , 4'\ 

Pwgl1wa 
Now aox ( - h) = + -1" where the positive sIgn denotes tension. If the previously 

2 a" 
used values of pw, 11, la and A are used , this reduces to 

aox ( - h) = 6.7 X IO -
2 Wa bar. 

For a downward deflection of + 50 cm the surface stress is about 

+ 3.3 bar. 
17 317 (2/z - I) 17 . . . 

At values of x = 0, 2 A' 2.\ ' ... , 2,1 ,Iaxx( - 11) I maX1l111ZeS, a lternatll1g between tension 

and compression a long the slab surface . 
The case where the slab is elevated above the mean position is taken to be the mirl'Or 

image o[ the depressed case, assuming that the ice at the h inge does no t lift off the bottom , a 
situation requiring the basal ice to be resting on a sharp ri se or rock threshold , or where the 
thickness of the ice necks down rapidly to the hinge (Fig. 2). Thus, if w (X---7co ) = - Wa, 
the signs of the stress at these points a re a ll reversed . The stresses at 17/2,1 and 317/2.\ a re 
respec tively less than ± I bar a nd ± O. l bar [or Wa = ± 50 cm. Equation (4.7) gives values of 
bending stresses on the surface of the slab produced by various va lues of Wa . If fracture is to 
occur it wi ll first be manifest at the hinge line, then at a distance of approximately r .4 km 
from the hinge line. 

At this point it would be conven ien t to investigate the effect of the length of the slab on 
the bending behavior. So far , only long slabs have been considered , i. e. where L ~ 517/4A, 
or about 3.5 km . " Intermediate length" slabs, where L ~ 4 km , could a lso be treated in a 
similar way to a first approximation, but [or short slabs where L < c. 3.5 km, the problem 
will have to be treated somewhat differently. 

Assume that the deflection curve of the top surface is para ll el to the deflection curve of 
the neutral axis. Suppose that sea-level is depressed an amount Ws but that the end of the 
slab d eflects only WL. The necessary condition is that Wf, :( Ws. 

In the absence of prior knowledge about the form of the deflection curve, ultimately to 

be derived , the approximation is now made that the distributed load due to ice above its 
equi librium position varies linearly along the slab, from pwgws dx to pwg (ws-Wf,) dx at 
the end . This is not such a severe assumption if Wf, is small compared with L which is the 
condition of the present case. Consequently the bending moment at any point x is given by 

M (x) = i Pwg (L -x)' (3ws- 2Wf, -w(x)) . (4-8) 
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Using Equations (4.0) and (4.8), 

where a = 

w" (x) = a(L - x)2 ((3-w (x)), 

PW ( I _ fL2) g 

4Eh3 

The boundary conditions for Equation (4.9 ) are 

w(o) = w' (o) = o. 
A solution of this equation is 

ro 00 , - - L (- I )k[t( - a),/2(L - x)]4k L (- I)k[t(- a)I/2(L - x)]4 k 
w(x) - (3 + A (L x) k' r k .5_ + B kl r k .;i . + 4 . +4 

k ~ o k ~ o 

where the constants may be found from the boundary conditions. 
VVithout some simplification this equa tion turns out to be very ponderous and will not be 

pursued , except to mention that the initial approximation is justified by it. What is more 
important to the present problem is the dependence of the hinge-line stress on the length of 
the slab and the end deflection . 

Using Equations (4.0) and (4.9) , in which x = 0, w(o) = 0 and the relationship 
uox(-h) = AI(o) hil a, it may be shown that: 

pwg 0 

aox( - h) = - , ' ( 3WS- 2WL ) L -4 1-

where the limits of L are approximately given by 

o < L <; 3.5 km. 

If the limiting case WL = W s is taken, Equation (4.10) may be rewritten 

aox( - /z ) = WSL2 c 

where c has the value 0.25 1 N m - 5. 

For Ws = ± 50 cm and L = 3.5 km , the hinge stress is ± I5.4 bars, which is of the order 
of the bending strength of ice at about - 20°C with a d ensity above 0.85 Mg m - 3 (Tabata, 
1967 , p. 488- 89) . For values of L greater than this, but leaving Ws unchanged , there is, 
according to this composite analysis, a reduction of the hinge stress to about t of its maximum 
value. 

Due to surface hinge-line stresses of several bars indicated in the case of an elastic slab 
(eliminating temporarily the horizontal steady-state creep , which is a lways tensile) it might 
be supposed that this is the region where p lastic yield due to bending only would be likely to 
occur first. Consequently it is thought appropriate to present an elastic-plastic analysis of 
the same problem. 

5. ELASTIC- PLASTIC ANALYSIS 

Again, only flexure in the xz plane of the slab is admitted. The stresses considered are the 
res ult of the bending moment only. The other component of stress in the x direction is 
W eertman 's steady-state creep stress (VVeertman, 1957) which can only be tensile in the 
upper layers. 

All the assumptions of sections 3 and 4 are again made. Further it is assumed that the 
bending contributes nothing to azz, axy and ayz. Consequently the only non-vanishing 
stresses produced by bending are axx, ayy and axz. 

The stress deviators are 

where Sij = 
t
o, 
I , 

i-l=j 
i = j 
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a nd akk = ~ aij , i = j , hence 
, 2 1 

axx = 3 aXX-3ayy, 
a~y = tayy - taxx, 
azz = taxx-tayy . 

But for pla ne strain a~y must be zero, therefore: 

[axx[ = 2 [ayy [. 

U sing the von Mises yield cri terion: 

Ha~i+ a~~+ a~; ) + a~y+ atz+ a;.'t = kO 

where k is the yield stress in pure shear, the relationship 

aix + 4a;,z = 4k' 
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is obtained. It may be shown (Prager and Hodge, 1951 , p. 44- 53) that within the fram ework 
of beam theory axz ~ axx and in the p lasti c reg ions axz actually vanishes . Indeed on th e upper 
and lower surface axz = 0 , a lways. Accord ingly the yield condition may be suffi cien tly 
written : 

laxxl = 2k. 

If the vertical displacement w (x) ~ 2h and the usua l ass umptions of the bending of beams 
are adopted then to a reasonable approximation 

( 1- 1-'- ' ) axx = - Eo <;w" (x ) (5.1) 

at a ll points where the material behaves elastically . 
If th e section in Figure 5 is considered , then the upper pia ·tic region is specifi ed by 

t :(; z :(; h, the elastic region by - t :(; <; :(; t, and th e lower pl as tic reg ion by - h :(; <; :(; - t, 
then the stresses in these regions a re respectively 

axx = 2k (tension if clockwise bending moment), 
axx = 2kz/ ~ 

and 
section. 

axx = - 2k when the yield stress has been reached 111 th e outer parts 0[' the 

-z 

----71 lE---- UNIT WIDTH 

,.1 -h 

NEUTRAL 
Y 0,0 X AX IS 

+h 
SECTION Zl Z2 

t 
+z +z 

Fig . 5 . Elastic-plastic regions oj the slab at the hinge regioll, jor ajlllly /Jlastic sectiolt x = o. 

It 

The bending moment lvI(x) = 2 f a.cx(Z) <; d <; bearing 111 mind that the stresses due 

to bend ing on ly are considered. 0 

For an elastic section 

For an elastic-p lastic section 

For an entirely p lastic section 

I'vf(x) 
2Eoh3 w" (x ) 

3(1- ,., ' ) 

M (x) = 2k(h1-t el . 
M (x) = 2kh'. 

(5·3) 

(5·4) 

(5·5 ) 
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Assuming that iV/(x) takes the same form for a ll sections as discussed earlier, the form of 
Equation (4 .6) wi ll be used , namely: 

M (x) = M ( 0) e- AX (cos Ax- sin AX) . (5.6) 

The solution of Equation (5.3) has a lready been wOI-ked out in section 4. 
For the elastic-plas ti c section, from Equation (5. I) : 

"( ) _ '2k ( I -/~? ) 
W x - Ebg 

Equating Equation (5.4) with Equation (5.6), and using this last expression , the curvature 
becomes: 

'2k ( I - 11-2
) [ 3M (0) ] - 1 / 2 

w" (x) = 3h' - -- e-'\x (cos Ax- sin AX) 
Eb '2k 

(5·7) 

The deflection curve is given by 
x x 

o 0 

under the boundary conditions w(o) = w' (o) = o. 
The solution to Equation (5.8) can be rewritten in the form 

I 

oJ ( I - r ) .dr 
w(x) = Ax- [r - IX e-AXT (cos AXr - sin Axr )]' /2 

o 

where A = '2k / V3Ebh and IX = lv/(0 )/'2kh2. r is a dummy variable. This curve is valid only over 
a distance 0 :s;; x :s;; x*, where x* is a solution of the equation 

3 (cos AX* - sin AX*) = '2 exp (Ax*). 

The value of x* ;::; 71"/ 161. ;::; 180 m , or approximately the thickness of the slab, so for practi cal 
purposes Equation (5.8) or its equivalent is of littl e use. 

Of specific interest is the stress generated at the hinge, which by hypothesis cannot be 
greater than l'2k l or about 2 bar. This corresponds to a bending moment of 2kh Z at an 

4kh2 A' 
approximate value of Wa ;::; - -- ;::; 49 cm. This is then equivalent to a full tidal range 

pwg 
of about I m , which is about the average for the Ross Sea (Thiel and others, r 960, p. 633) . 

6. STEADY- STATE CREEP A NALY [S 

An analysis based on creep bending requires a number of severe assumptions in addition 
to those already outlined in section 3. These are that: 

( I) Plane sections remain approximately p lanar after flexure and the strain-rate Exx is 
proportional to the distance z from the neutra l axis, which is assumed to be at mid-thickness 
of the slab (due to temperature and density varia tions with depth it is bound to be slightly 
d isplaced ) . 

('2 ) An average flow law can be assigned to the full section to take account of varying 
density and temperature of the ice with depth. 

(3) The steady-state creep law holds for both tension and compression induced by the 
influence of bending. 

(4) The stresses due to bending are cyclical and may be a na lysed separately from those 
due to o ther causes. 

Using assumption ( I) (6.1 ) 
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Using assumptions (2) and (3) the steady-state creep law may be written 

IExx(z) I = A laxx (z ) In, 

therefore 2nh2 lhl' /n M (x) = -- - axx (Z). 
2n+ I Z 

Assuming small displacements: 

d(w" (x) ) Exx(h) A(2n+ ,)n 
dt = -h- = h wh2 M (x)n. 
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(6.2) 

For simplicity of analysis the bending moment will be assumed to be a function of the rate of 
deflection but not of the actual time. Thus if the rate of deflection is assumed roughly con
stant, the righ t-hand side of Equation (6.4) can be assumed to be independent of time, so 

w" (x) = q, c 3Ax (cos ,\x- sin Ax)3 (6.5 ) 

where n has been put equal to 3 (Glen, '955, p . 528- 29) and 

q, = q, (t, M (o)) = 1:(~r NI(o)3 . 

In solving Equation (6.5) it must be realized that a lthough the resulting deflection w(x) 
turns out to be an increasing function of time as well as x, it has to have very definite limits 
which are in this case controlled by sea-level. 

The boundary conditions that must be satisfied are: 

w(o) = 0 and w' (oo ) = 0, 

which enable a complete solution for Equation (6.5) to be written 

w(x) = (6.6) 

This equation gives the deflection curve for given values of Wa and wa at the far end of the slab. 
If Ws is the rate of change of sea-level and wa is the rate of vertical movement of the slab 

for large x, then if Ws ;p wa the movement of the slab would lag behind the sea-leve l change. 
On the other hand, if Ws :} wa then the deflection rate of the slab can only be exactly equal 
to WS. This last case is the one considered to apply to diurnal tidal movements . 

Placing w(oo ) = Wa, 

where W s is the full departure of sea-level from mean sea-level it may be shown that: 

1\1(0) = 3.42h7 13 A' /3 A - ' /3 Wa[ /3 

The value of M (o) is thus d ependent on wa but is rathel' insensitive to changes in this quantity. 
Suppose the value of Ws = wa is known, then Equations (6.3) and (6.7) give, at x = 0, 

aox ( - h) = 3.68 A2 /3 .11 - [/3 h[ /3 ws[!3 (6.8 ) 

However A = A (pi , temperature, salinity, etc. ) is not well known, therefore rewriting 
Equation (6.8) in terms of strain-rate, 

Eox ( - h) = 50A' kws. (6.9 ) 

By using a sensitive strain measuring device such as a network of electro-tapes installed at 
the estimated hinge-line position, a value of Eox ( - k) might be found , bearing in mind that 
this value will actually be the change in strain-rate at this point over the appropriate time 
interval. This is because of the horizontal steady-state creep of the slab (Weertman, '957). 
The measured value could then be compared with the calcu lated value in order to test the 
theory. 
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Taking a typical value of Wa = Ws ~ 2.3 X 10- 5 m s- ' for the Ross Sea, 
iox ( - h) ~ 1.4 X 10- 7 s- ', which is well above the general range for fracturing of ice (Holds
worth , 1965) ; therefore at least a tide crack should form, and indeed these are generally 
visible. 

7. DISCUSSION 

Before being able to predict any failure criterion, it is necessary to have a knowledge of the 
bending strength of ice. Tabata (1967, p. 486) indicates that at stress rates below 0.1 bar s- ' 
the bending strength increases with decreasing stress rate, but the data are not extended to 
the stress rates generally dealt with in the present analysis. Although Tabata's values for the 
bending strength cannot be used directly here, because a different type of ice was used, it is 
expected that the same order of bending strengths (9- 13 bar) would probably apply in the 
present case. Additional information comes from tables in Mantis (1951) which indicate 
values of the bending strength of unspecified ice as being up to 244lb in- 2 ('7.5 bar) . These 
miscellaneous model tests suffer from the well-known "notch effect"- so in all probability the 
bending strength of polar glacier ice is at least as great as 1 5 bar and probably greater, 
because if the elastic analysis is valid, ice tongues such as the Erebus Glacier Tongue must have 
passed through the critical length 57T!4).. without breaking off completely under 15 bar 
tension. 

The map of Antarctica (e.g. that published by the American Geographical Society, 
1 : 5000000, in 1965) discloses the fact that in the Weddell Sea, ice tongues of the type found 
in the Ross Sea are not found. A reason for this may be provided by the tidal data which 
show (Thiel and others, 1960) a tidal range in the Weddell Sea about three times greater 
than the Ross Sea. Consequently hinge bending stresses in a similar slab there would be three 
times as great as in the latter place, so total failure might be expected. 

The present discussion has dealt with tidally induced stresses with half periods from 6 to 
12 h (Weddell and Ross Seas respectively) . Oscillations of the slab due to wave action (or 
swell) with half periods of less than 30 s should place the system within the limits of elastic 
theory. However, estimated deflections are generally small. It is quite possible, nevertheless, 
that violent storms may induce swells of sufficiently large amplitude to generate stresses at the 
hinge line of the magnitude of tidally produced ones. Moreover these stresses may be 
generated by moments about the z- as well as they-axis, depending on the direction of the swell. 
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